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Background
One early summer day, around 605 BC, the ruler of
Babylon — a guy named Nebuchadnezzar — along with his
Medean allies, defeated Neco II, the pharaoh of Egypt, and
Ashur-uballit II, the king of Assyria, at the battle of
Carchemish in modern-day Turkey.
On that summer day, Assyria ceased to exist as its
people fell to the Babylonian conquest, and Egypt retreated
to Africa and was no longer a significant force in the Ancient
Near East.
In their place, Babylon swelled to monstrous power and
began breathing down the necks of every nation in the
Fertile Crescent. That included what was left of the Hebrews,
struggling in the southern kingdom of Judah — all that was
left of Abraham’s descendants after the northern kingdom of
Israel was swept away (by the Assyrians) over 100 years
earlier.
In time, Babylon would cross into the Promised Land
and begin taking the Hebrews into captivity in three waves,
dragging them off to the eastern desert, destroying their
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cities, and dismantling the Temple completely. When
Babylon was finished, Israel would be a desolate wasteland.
But there was hope even in the midst of the brutal
catastrophe. God always keeps his promise, and especially
his declaration that an Anointed One, a descendant of
Abraham, a King in the lineage of David, a Messiah, would
one day enter history and provide the means by which
everyone might experience forgiveness of their sins once
and for all. So, in the courts of Nebuchadnezzar in far-off
Babylon, we’ll read about faithful heroes like Daniel and the
Lord’s renewed promises to restore his people for the sake
of God’s glory.
But that’s another story. 
For today, we’re going to zoom in to a moment in time,
as Babylon was crushing Assyria and driving out Egypt — as
the monstrous nation grew in power, casting the Hebrews in
shadowed fear and dread of what was to come.
At that time, about 600 years before the birth of the
Messiah, there was a prophet named Habakkuk. And
Habakkuk had a very important heart-to-heart conversation
with God about what was happening. Habakkuk surveyed his
own people and grieved at the evil of the northern kingdom
of Israel that led to their removal from history, and he
grieved the violence and spiritual rebellion of the southern
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kingdom of Judah. Though there had been an all-too-brief
season of revival under king Josiah, everything had fallen
apart again. Each new day brought fresh headlines of scandal
and outrageous sin, corruption, and tragedy.
So Habakkuk decided to have a conversation with God.

The Contemporary Connection
Now, the reason we’re going to look closely at
Habakkuk’s prayer today is two-fold:
1.

First, we’re in the midst of our study of what the
Bible tells us about our own conversations with God.
So seeing a prayer that essentially comprises an
entire book of the Old Testament seems an
appropriate place for us to discover something
about our own heart-to-hearts with the Lord.

2.

Second, there’s something about Habakkuk’s
circumstances that feels very familiar to me. The
things that provoked him to prayer are provoking
me to prayer as well… and, I’m guessing, have
caused many of you to talk to God.

As you look at the headlines — especially in this
election year — doesn’t it feel like the world is falling apart?
Do you ever just shake your head and wonder what is wrong
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with people? I try not to say much about my personal
politics on Sundays, because our citizenship in the kingdom
of heaven takes precedence over temporal and geographic
patriotism. But, honestly… I’m kind of dreading stepping into
the ballot box in November. I listen to the rhetoric on both a
state-wide and national level, and I start to feel a little
queasy about my options. I’m certainly not seeing a heroic
figure in whom I can invest my trust to represent me.
But it’s more than all the ugly (and, let’s face it,
inexplicably crazy) election stuff going on.










A crazy guy storms a stage to slaughter a rising
musician.
Another barbarian opens fire in a Floridian
nightclub.
This past week, the United Nations declared a 20year high in heroin use in the United States,
classifying American drug addiction as an epidemic.
North Korea apparently fired off a couple more
missiles this past week… for what purpose? Nothing
good, that’s certain.
The Justice Department is charging hundreds of
people this week for defrauding the Medicare
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system to claim funds that were intended to care for
those with serious medical issues.






Meanwhile, up in New Jersey, we’re reading
courtroom accounts of yet another priest who
allegedly lured a 14-year old girl into his church in
order to sexually assault her.
Over 30 wildfires continue to ravage the southwest.
Portions of Idaho are declared national disasters due
to lingering drought. The historic London elections
were hindered due to massive flooding — flooding
that is echoed over in places like West Virginia this
week.
And we’re hearing reports of 1,200 refugees who
starved to death in a supposedly safe camp in
Nigeria, amidst 15,000 who have been displaced and
over 2 million people who have been slaughtered
during Boko Haram’s insurgency and the attempt to
create a state adhering to sharia, Islamic law.

The Outcry & Response
So our hearts echo the outcry of Habakkuk from so very
long ago:
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How long, O LORD, must I call for help? But you do
not listen! “Violence is everywhere!” I cry, but you
do not come to save. (Habakkuk 1:2 NLT)
Must I forever see these evil deeds? Why must I
watch all this misery? Wherever I look, I see
destruction and violence. I am surrounded by
people who love to argue and fight. (Habakkuk 1:3 NLT)
The law has become paralyzed, and there is no
justice in the courts. The wicked far outnumber the
righteous, so that justice has become perverted.
(Habakkuk 1:4 NLT)

From Habakkuk’s perspective, the world was
completely falling apart... and there was no sign of God doing
anything about it.
I admit that the cynic in me often feels the same way. I
remember being a kid and all the talk about the “slippery
slope” of morality. Now I’m watching that very exponential
ethical and social decay unfold just like it was predicted. I’m
watching national and global developments that provoke a
temptation to despair. And this is coming from a guy who is
an optimist at heart.
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I also admit that the theologian in me feels much like
Habakkuk, because we have the benefit of reading the New
Testament book of Revelation. I know how this story goes.
I’ve seen the synopsis of what’s to come. Things will get
worse… much worse… until God finally brings history to a
close and is justified in his decision to replace all creation
with a new heaven and a new earth, purified from all the
influences and experiences and consequences of evil.
“Wherever I look, I’m surrounded by destruction and
violence… How long, O Lord?”
God’s response to Habakkuk’s plea is a bit surprising.
Look around at the nations; look and be amazed!
For I am doing something in your own day,
something you wouldn’t believe even if someone
told you about it. (Habakkuk 1:5 NLT)
“You think you’ve seen destruction and violence? You
think the wicked are succeeding? You’ve not seen anything
yet.”
I am raising up the Babylonians, a cruel and violent
people. They will march across the world and
conquer other lands. (Habakkuk 1:6 NLT)
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The Lord continues in great detail, describing them as
vicious predators and as a desert wind that will sweep all
civilization away.
God says that he is unleashing these Babylonians upon
all the earth. He will use them to accomplish his agenda in
history. Oh, make no mistake; God knows that they are
villains.
They are deeply guilty, for their own strength is
their god. (Habakkuk 1:11 NLT)
But God can use even the worst catastrophes and most
ugly circumstances to accomplish his agenda… to grab the
attention of the world… to reveal his glory in the darkest of
days.

The Objection & Response
It shouldn’t surprise us that Habakkuk questions this
announcement from God. “You’re resolving the problem of
evil… by sending an even greater evil? That just doesn’t
make sense, God.”
O LORD my God, my Holy One, you who are
eternal— surely you do not plan to wipe us out?...
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You are pure and cannot stand the sight of evil. Will
you wink at their treachery? Should you be silent
while the wicked swallow up people more righteous
than they? (Habakkuk 1:12–13 NLT)
Yeah… letting evil be the response to evil? That’s God’s
plan? I sympathize with Habakkuk’s concern here. I’m
guessing some of you do, too. I can’t tell you how many times
over the years I’ve been asked about God’s methods and
intentions. “Why do good people suffer? Why doesn’t God
put a stop to evil? How can a loving God allow this misery in
my life?”








And I can offer really broad theological answers
about the sovereignty of the Lord, and the goodness
of God, and the limits of our own mortal wisdom and
perspective, and more.
I can talk about the need for faith and trust.
I can share the idea of how an omniscient God can
choose between the best of an infinite number of
possibilities.
I can point out how absurd it is for us to demand
explanations from God, pointing to the great humility
guys like Job experienced when they tried to obligate
the Lord to themselves.
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But even though I’m absolutely confident and utterly at
peace with knowing that God knows what he is doing,
there’s an emotional part of me that grieves and struggles
right alongside of Habakkuk. “Really, God? Is there no other
way? Is it possible to draw the hearts of men to you without
letting them suffer so greatly? Is there any way your great
mercy can see past our nation’s sins without compromising
your holiness? Does it have to be ‘tough love?’”
So we should listen carefully to how God answers
Habakkuk’s objection:
This vision is for a future time. It describes the end,
and it will be fulfilled. If it seems slow in coming,
wait patiently, for it will surely take place. It will not
be delayed. (Habakkuk 2:3 NLT)
God goes on to explain that those who cling to their faith
in him will have their “happily ever after.” There is life
waiting all of us who trust in the Lord, even if getting to that
life means walking through death first.
But the wicked? The monstrous Babylonians (and all
others who shake their fist at the Lord and trust entirely in
themselves instead)? God goes on and on in his conversation
with Habakkuk, assuring him that there will be justice. God
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takes no pleasure in that justice, but he can be trusted for his
justice nonetheless.
He says things like “they will get what they deserve”
(2:6), and “they have shamed themselves and forfeited their
lives” (2:10), and “their success will turn to ashes” (2:13),
and…
Soon it will be your turn to be disgraced. Come,
drink and be exposed! Drink from the cup of the
LORD’s judgment, and all your glory will be turned to
shame. (Habakkuk 2:16 NLT)
(Which literally happens to Nebuchadnezzar, the king of
the Babylonians. Over in Daniel, we read the account of how
God humbled him personally, even as he prepared to humble
the entire nation. Nebuchadnezzar went through a season of
psychiatric disease, wandering the woods naked and eating
whatever he could hunt like a wild animal… all before he
acknowledged the sovereignty of the one true God.)
But, frankly, I’m not so sure that’s a comforting answer
from God. I mean, follow the conversation here:
 Habakkuk complains about evil.
 God is sending a greater evil in response.
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 That greater evil will eventually be wiped out.
Ask any victim who has ever sat in a courtroom and
listened to justice being pronounced upon those who
harmed them. It’s not satisfying. Oh, it’s better than the
villains getting away with evil. But justice doesn’t undo the
suffering. It doesn’t restore what was lost or cancel out the
pain.
So as God is explaining his plans to unleash the
Babylonians upon the Hebrews, and then to wipe out the
Babylonians themselves (with the Persians, for what it’s
worth, who in turn are wiped out by the Greeks, and then the
Romans, and so on as nation topples nation right through the
American Revolution and into the 21st century) — as God
explains this, I can picture Habakkuk kind of squirming with
discomfort. It’s an unsatisfying justice. Surely there’s a better
way to restore the world to righteousness, isn’t there? Does
the best plan really have to involve such a cascade of sorrow
and violence through all of history?
But then God says it: his final words to Habakkuk in this
book. And they’re words that should cause all of us to hold
our tongues and ponder carefully before continuing to pray.
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But the LORD is in his holy Temple. Let all the earth
be silent before him. (Habakkuk 2:20 NLT)
No matter how crazy the world seems, God remains
sovereign. God remains holy. God remains perfect and
blameless. Whether we see that truth or not, whether we
understand what he’s doing or not, the fact remains that he
alone is God.
Therefore, before we accuse him of messing things up,
before we decide that we’re not about to worship a God that
allows such suffering, before we arrogantly think that we
know enough to choose what would be best for the world,
we should stand humbly in silence before our Creator. Cling
to what we know is true of God — that he’s infinitely
intelligent and wise, that he knows everything
past/present/future, that his power is unlimited, that he will
be glorified as the story of history unfolds, that he is
involved in every detail of every person’s life whether we
recognize it or not, that he is loving and good. And knowing
who he is should allow us to trust what he’s doing.

From Sorrow to Song
Which leads us to the big idea of Habakkuk’s prayer,
and the example of prayer that God sets forth for you and me
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today. The third and final chapter of Habakkuk is one sweet,
beautiful pouring out of trust and praise to the Lord, and
we’ll add it to our “templates” of prayer that we’ve been
exploring together for the past couple of months.
I’d like to share the entire prayer with you all at once,
and then we can kind of look a little closer at it. But there’s a
sentence at the very end of the prayer that says:
(This prayer is to be accompanied by stringed
instruments.) (Habakkuk 3:19 NLT)
Well, who are we to break that tradition?  So if a
musician can join me up here for a moment and play some
strings while we look at the prayer…
Habakkuk 3:2

I have heard all about you, LORD.
I am filled with awe by your amazing works.
In this time of our deep need,
help us again as you did in years gone by.
And in your anger,
remember your mercy.
3
I see God moving across the deserts from Edom,
the Holy One coming from Mount Paran.
His brilliant splendor fills the heavens,
and the earth is filled with his praise.
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4

His coming is as brilliant as the sunrise.
Rays of light flash from his hands,
where his awesome power is hidden.
5
Pestilence marches before him;
plague follows close behind.
6
When he stops, the earth shakes.
When he looks, the nations tremble.
He shatters the everlasting mountains
and levels the eternal hills.
He is the Eternal One!
7
I see the people of Cushan in distress,
and the nation of Midian trembling in terror. 1
8
Was it in anger, LORD, that you struck the rivers
and parted the sea?
Were you displeased with them?
No, you were sending your chariots of salvation!
9
You brandished your bow
and your quiver of arrows.
You split open the earth with flowing rivers.
10
The mountains watched and trembled.
Onward swept the raging waters.
The mighty deep cried out,
lifting its hands in submission.
1

Referring to the Exodus from Egypt with Moses and the parting of the Red Sea
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11

The sun and moon stood still in the sky
as your brilliant arrows flew
and your glittering spear flashed.
12
You marched across the land in anger
and trampled the nations in your fury.
13
You went out to rescue your chosen people,
to save your anointed ones.
You crushed the heads of the wicked
and stripped their bones from head to toe.
14
With his own weapons,
you destroyed the chief of those
who rushed out like a whirlwind,
thinking Israel would be easy prey.
15
You trampled the sea with your horses,
and the mighty waters piled high.
16
I trembled inside when I heard this;
my lips quivered with fear.
My legs gave way beneath me,
and I shook in terror.
I will wait quietly for the coming day
when disaster will strike the people who invade us.
17
Even though the fig trees have no blossoms,
and there are no grapes on the vines;
even though the olive crop fails,
and the fields lie empty and barren;
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even though the flocks die in the fields,
and the cattle barns are empty,
18
yet I will rejoice in the LORD!
I will be joyful in the God of my salvation!
19
The Sovereign LORD is my strength!
He makes me as surefooted as a deer,
able to tread upon the heights.
That’s Habakkuk’s prayer, and it’s a template for our
own prayers when we feel utterly dismayed by the chaos
and the tragedy and the crazy headlines of our time.
Here’s what Habbakuk is saying:
I have heard all about you, LORD. I am filled with
awe by your amazing works. In this time of our deep
need, help us again as you did in years gone by. And
in your anger, remember your mercy. (Habakkuk 3:2 NLT)
“I may not know what’s going on, but I know you,
Lord. I know that nothing ‘just happens’ in life. You use
everything — even the crazy and the sorrowful — to do
great things. And I’m counting on your goodness, Lord,
amidst the unimaginable suffering of our time.”
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I see God moving… His brilliant splendor fills the
heavens, and the earth is filled with his praise. His
coming is as brilliant as the sunrise. Rays of light
flash from his hands, where his awesome power is
hidden. (Habakkuk 3:3–4 NLT)
“I choose to look for you, Lord, and I know that you are
up to something… something wondrous and good, no matter
what things look like. Your power in this is certain.”
You marched across the land in anger and trampled
the nations in your fury. You went out to rescue
your chosen people, to save your anointed ones.
(Habakkuk 3:12–13 NLT)

“As I look back in history, I see the pattern, Lord. You
were at work displaying both your justice and your mercy —
justice to those who chose to defy you and reject you, but
mercy to your faithful. So I’m trusting you, Lord. I know this is
who you are — holy, righteous, pure, forgiving, and good.”
I trembled inside when I heard this; my lips
quivered with fear. My legs gave way beneath me,
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and I shook in terror. I will wait quietly for the
coming day… (Habakkuk 3:16 NLT)
“God, I’ve read the end of the story, and I admit that I’m
shaking in my boots. I know that this world has been
corrupted by sin; sadly, I’ve contributed to that. And I realize
that a new world is needed. But, Lord, the process of purifying
mankind and ushering in the fullness of your kingdom
frightens me. You tell of great calamity ahead. But I realize
that you will use that calamity for your glory. Though I grieve
the justice that lies ahead for all who ignore your invitation of
grace, who rely upon themselves and their own cleverness
and strength instead of you, I will wait patiently… silently…
knowing that you are God and that you will be exalted. And
even if the crops fail, and the livestock dies… and the world
continues to spiral into absurdity and violence and
catastrophe…”
…Yet I will rejoice in the LORD! I will be joyful in the
God of my salvation! (Habakkuk 3:18 NLT)
“Even if everything falls apart, my faith is secure in this
simple, wondrous truth: I know you, and you know me. I have
been transparent with you and sought your forgiveness, and
you have made me pure before you. Though I deserve that
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very justice that I dread, you have promised to spare me… to
make me yours… to welcome me into your kingdom and your
family. So, though I struggle with the evil I see, and though I
fear the sorrow that lies ahead, I choose to rejoice in my
salvation. I choose to worship you.”

Conclusion
Thus, Habakkuk has moved “from sorrow to singing”
— from doubt to faith — from fear to hope — from grief to
praise.
And though the world may drag us down with the most
inexplicable absurdities and horrors, no matter how low we
go our God reaches down to us with his promises and his
dependable goodness, which pulls us up to him in worship.
As Habakkuk concludes:
The Sovereign LORD is my strength! He makes me as
surefooted as a deer, 2 able to tread upon the
heights. (Habakkuk 3:19 NLT)
Though our legs tremble, we stand with strength.

2

Literally a doe, a ceremonially pure animal… “hind’s feet in high places”
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Though we stumble in the heartache and difficulties,
we’ll run in triumph.
Though the headlines may be dark and ugly, the truth is
wondrous and beautiful… all because of the greatness of our
God. And may that be our ongoing prayer and praise.
PRAYER • SONG
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